Donations December 12 - January 8

**AL AND ANN RUDOFSKY FUND**
*In Memory of*
Ruth Morrison from Leland Rudofsky

**ALAN AND GAYLE BOXER JEWISH YOUTH**
**Happy Birthday**
Joyce Perlmutter from Stanley Deuber

**In Memory of**
Dorothy Rish from Joyce and Don Perlmutter
Anne Deuber from Joyce and Don Perlmutter
Sam Karon from Joyce Perlmutter
Betty Boxer Sherman from Joyce and Don Perlmutter

**BARTER FUND**
*In Memory of*
Siegbert Levisohn from Dianne Levisohn
Garvin
Mary Barter from Jeff and Sandra Barter

**CHANUKAH APPEAL**
Jack and Pam Fischer
Patricia Davidson
Howard and Jill Snyder
Simia Pomerantz
Ann Nisonoff
Seth and Rivka Weisberg
Michael and Ruth Wouk
Raisa Batushanskaya
Art and Joanne Kleinestein
David Solomon and Grathia Meyer
Louis and Marian Gelfand
Roberta Quiet
David and Gayle Weinsteine
Francine Steinberg and Bruce Greenberg
Jay and Beverly Rosen
Jeffrey and Lisa Snyder
Alex and Jill Levy
Elise Eisen
Carl and Kattie Szanton
Dan Abrams and Sharon Pincus
Hal Gibbons
Michael and Laura Schiff
Robert Gansauer
Ben and Sandy Cohen
Howard and Sandra Wolf
Joy Erazo
Sandy and Rosemary Hertz
Jeffrey and Leah Peer
Marshall Aster and Shari Lutz
Joshua Malinow and Mara Proser
Avi and Rayna Halzel
Brad and Sandra Gibbons
Harvey and Maureen Solomon
Harvey and Jackie Bolshoun
Fred Karp and Judy Wilner
Seth and Bonnie Davis
Max Silverman
Jeffrey and Della Levy
Stephen and Debbie Rosen

**GREG AND FRANCINE REISMAN-TABOR**
Stewart and Merna Saliman
Steven and Michelle Toltz
Louis Fishman
Hamid and Mahroo Simantob
Albert Banker

**ENDOWMENT FUND**
*In Memory of*
Herman Roe from Martin J Roe

**EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S FUND**
*In Memory of*
Hyman Isaac Badion from Judith Feiner

**GOLDBERGER YOUTH CENTER FUND**
*In Memory of*
Saul Rubin from Aric Rubin and Family
Maurice and Shirley Saliman from Jordan Saliman, Sheldon Saliman and Pam Fischer
Marc Alan Zelinger from Morris Zelinger
Daniel Gelfand from Sam Gelfand

**HEA KIDDUSH FUND**
*In Appreciation of*
Marla and Albert Cohen from Eileen Naiman
Recovery of
Diane Cohn from Morey and Evie Cohen
*In Memory of*
Florence Houghton from Arlene Malay
Dorothy Rish from Bill and Lynn Geller
Betty Levin from Ellice and Mark Krivel
Lucie Cohen from Elie and Mira Banker
Solly Cohen from Elie and Mira Banker
Harold P Levin from Ellice and Mark Krivel
Helene Patterson from James Nadorff
Dorothy Rish from Joan and Ken Saliman
Meyer Averch from Kevin and Rachel Averch
Earl A Krivel from Mark and Ellice Krivel
Gary Rosenbaum from Morey and Evie Cohen
Margaret Rosenbaum from Morey and Evie Cohen
Michael Sachs from Morey and Evie Cohen
Rose Cohen from Morey and Evie Cohen
Brenda Banker from Morey and Evie Cohen
Jennie Cohen from Morey and Evie Cohen
Michael Sachs from Morey and Evie Cohen
Shirley and Sol Price from Neal and Michele Price
Irene Miller from Scott Miller and Mona Jacobson
Lena Cohen from Shelley Tuteur
Annemarie Tuteur Tucker from Shelley Tuteur
Doris Tuteur from Shelley Tuteur

**HEABROS FUND**
*In Memory of*
Maurice Banker from Albert Banker

**JOE AND FAYE MORRIS FUND**

**In Memory of**
Belle Weinberg from Sonya and Stephen Weinberg

**JOEL BERNSTEIN MEMORIAL FUND**
*In Memory of*
Larry Boxer from Michael Boxer

**KOBY’S FUND**
*In Memory of*
Michael Monheit from Peter and Hedy Monheit

**LEAH COHEN NEW PRAYER BOOK FUND**
*In Memory of*
Dorothy Rish from Linda and Bill Swartz

**LIL SPEYER KITCHEN FUND**
*In Memory of*
Louis Bloom from Gene Bloom

**LYNN RUBIN MEMORIAL FUND**
*In Memory of*
Howard Goldberg from Rick and Julie Rubin
David Jacobson from Rick and Julie Rubin

**MARTHA, MILTON AND RITA STOVER ISREAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND**
*In Memory of*
Rita Stover from Andrea and Leon Nachenberg
Simon Nachenberg from Andrea and Leon Nachenberg

**NORMA AND JERRY LANDE MEMORIAL FUND**
*In Memory of*
Jerry Lande from Phil and Beth Sunshine

**PAUL AND LOLA WEINER MEMORIAL FUND**
*In Memory of*
Roland Canino from Joe and Rhoda Kaplan
Robyn from Joe and Rhoda Kaplan

**PRESCHOOL DEVELOP FUND 2019-2020**
*In Memory of*
Michael Schatz from David and Gayle Weinsteine
David Keusch, Erez Keusch, Les Peer and Chana Slavin from Jeffrey and Leah Peer

**PRESCHOOL FUND**
*In Memory of*
Dorothy Rish from Jerry Kirshenbaum
Leslye Dunie from Trudi and Stuart Linas
Bernie Gamerman from Trudi and Stuart Linas
Recovery of
Peri Greenstein from Krupp family
RABBI BRUCE DOLLIN EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In Memory of
Benjamin and Sarah Goldstein from Francene Rose and Family
Rose Litvak from Sylvia Litvak

RABBI DANIEL AND IDA GOLDBERGER YES FUND
Thinking of you
Terri and Larry Rose from Marilyn Handler
In Memory of
Leon and Esther Rubin from Alan Rubin
Roslyn Perlmutter Altenberg from Cassie Perlmutter
Betty Pitter from Charlene Spiegelman
Karen Rosoff from Cyd Primack Rodriguez
Sandy Waldman from Harvey and Judy Cohen
Dr Sam Silverberg from Marilyn Handler
Louis E Smith from Marilyn Handler
Sylvia Smith from Marilyn Handler
Mary Silverberg from Marilyn Handler
Max Silverberg from Marilyn Handler
Ann Silverberg Sheftel from Marilyn Handler
Ron Handler from Marilyn Handler
Doris Averch from Mark and Charlene Frenkel and Family
Ida Fischer from Pam and Jack Fischer
Thelma Zeppelin from Renee Gross
Gerald and Ira Quiat from Roberta Quiat
Hyman Litvak from Sylvia Litvak

RABBI DOLLIN’S CHARITY FUND
In Appreciation of
The HEA staff from Anonymous
In Memory of
Stanley Mayer from Alan and Peggy Mayer
David Markowitz from Ellen and Evan Kline
Abraham Bolshoun from Harvey and Jackie Bolshoun
Shirley Witkin from Harvey and Jackie Bolshoun
William Schwartz from Michael and Elisa Schwartz
Sophie Sapper Roitburd from Michael and Sharlyn Flaxer and Family
Jessie Blanc from Michael and Sharlyn Flaxer
Sarah Klein from Michael and Sharlyn Flaxer
Leonard Klein from Michael and Sharlyn Flaxer
Sidney Nowick from Susan Nowick

RABBI GRUENWALD’S CHARITY FUND
In Honor of
Rabbi Salomon and Melanie Gruenwald from Jim and Wendy Miller

RABBI MANUEL AND BESS LADERMAN FUND
Best Wishes to
Goldie Smith from Kathi Lichter
In Memory of
Morton Gart from Bill and Donna Gart
Goldie Gart from Bill and Donna Gart
Marvin Smith from Goldie Smith
Ted Naiman from Kathi Lichter
Marvin Goldman from Kathi Lichter
Esther Linkow from Ron and Andy Linkow

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FUND
In Memory of
Herman Lansky from Larry and Myra Lansky
Gary Field from Myra Lansky
Dorothy Rish from Sharona and Leo Grinstein
Jerry Simon from Vicki Marshall

RUTH AND JOE LUBY PLAYGROUND FUND
In Memory of
Louis Luby and Anna Kantrowitz from Luby, Fleischman and Van Daele Families

SALIMAN FUND
In Memory of
Stewart Levin from Joan and Ken Saliman

SHIR HADASH FUND
Thinking of you
The Grove Family from Jay and Lois Miller
In Memory of
Jerry Lande from Bob Rottman
Rae Olesh from Cherie Karo Schwartz
Jerry Olesh from Cherie Karo Schwartz
Dorothy Karo from Cherie Karo Schwartz
Betty Cohn from Marlene Tillis

SISTERHOOD FLOWER AND LIBRARY FUND
In Memory of
Goldie Sukin from Bob and Sandra Sukin
Arlette Sarah Levy from Fabienne Ouaknine
Frances Tannenbaum from Larry Tannenbaum and Patricia Clisham

SISTERHOOD GRACE WEDGLE PRAYERBOOK FUND
In Memory of
Isadore and Grace Wedgle from Rabbi Bernie and Yetta Robinson
Sherman Yoelin from Sherwin and Rochelle Yoelin

SISTERHOOD PAULINE GOLDSTEIN FUND
In Memory of
Anne Buttlaire from Daniel and Barbara Buttlaire
Grace Glass and Pauline Goldstein from Gail and David Dym

SISTERHOOD YOUTH SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In Memory of
Sara Pepper and Bernie Haligman from Elka Haligman

SONNA AND ALBERT RADETSKY
In Memory of
Irene Mankoff from Eileen and David Albert

SUSTAINING FUND
Thinking of you
Ethan Ferszt from Marla and Albert Cohen
Best Wishes
Mark Goldstein from Judy and Stanley Kippur
Agnete Cohen from Marla and Albert Cohen
In Memory of
Dorothy Rish from Jason and Barbara Carroll
Jimmy Radetsky from Beth Radetsky
Anna Agren from Bobbie Carr
Abraham White from Bobbie Carr
Aaron Agren from Bobbie Carr
Dora and Meyer Shmugar from Burton and Ann Richman
Deborah Stern from Chet and Anne Stern
Sarah Stern from Chet and Anne Stern
Zita Zimmerman Ganick from Doris and David Kaplan
Emanuel Dunevitz from Dotte Dunevitz and Warren Halpern
Meyer Averch from Estelle Stine
Dr E Lee Garlett and Rosealice Garlett from Frank and Debra Garlett
Rose Cohen from Harvey and Judith Cohen
Ben Goldstein from Jeff and Marti Grazi
Celeste CoBen from Jill and Todd Simon
Bernard Ashkanazi from Larry and Gail Hankin
Louis Handis from Marla and Albert Cohen
Dorothy Rish from Marla and Albert Cohen
Stewart Levin from Marla and Albert Cohen
Louis Handis from Marla and Albert Cohen
Jerry Lande from Mimi Haskel Weil
Bessie Morrison from Morrison Family Foundation
Hyman Morrison from Morrison Family Foundation
Esther Lesser from Mort Lesser
Sharon Zuckerman from Rae Dunevitz
Ida Chandler from Rae Dunevitz
Jerry Simon from Rae Dunevitz
Thelma Zeppelin from Renee Gross
Rebecca Sussman from Robert La Vine
Isadore Dubin from Sandra Casillas
David Markowitz from Sheldon and Elaine Hayutin
Sol Stahl from Stanley and Yvonne Stahl
Joseph Louis Altman from Walter and Teena Slatkin
Deanna Meno from Burton and Ann Richman

TOLTZ FUND
In Memory of
Israel and Frieda Toltz from Rob and Robyn Naiman
Sheila Bugdanowitz from Steve and Michelle Toltz
Rick Bugdanowitz from Steve and Michelle Toltz
Israel Toltz from Steve and Michelle Toltz
Warren Toltz from Steve and Michelle Toltz

YITZHAK RABIN Z"L FUND
In Memory of
Leba Munishor from Peter and Gabi Gottlieb
Stewart Levin from Peter and Gabi Gottlieb

YOM HASHOAH PROGRAM
In Memory of
Manya Feldman from Beverly Karsh
Toni Green from Beverly Karsh
Sam Fireman from Hal Fireman
Sam Fireman from Lilly Marks
Clara Sytner from Mark and Babetta Sytner
Lazar Wolf Karsh from Sheila Karsh and Robert Steapp
Ellen Karsh from Sheila Karsh and Robert Steapp
Hannah Cohen from Sheila Karsh

YOUTH GROUPS DONATION
In Memory of
Herman Bobrick from Jeff and Marti Grazi
Sol Stahl from Phil Stahl

Our delicious Shabbat Kiddush is funded by generous donations from our members. Please consider donating to the HEA Kiddush Fund either by check or online by clicking the donate tab on our website, HEAdenver.org.